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Introduction 
A Letter from Superintendent Sproles 

Dear Bethel Community, 

Bethel is a family-oriented community that has strong historical connections to our local school district. 
As the Bethel Superintendent, I am honored to be a member of this community and to regularly work 
alongside many of you. I am confident that working together, we can create student-centered schools 
that are inclusive, supportive, and academically challenging. 

The Bethel Blueprint was developed over 10 months and is designed to be a flexible, student-centered 
document that incorporates community voice. We heard from more than 4,000 people who emphasized 
the importance of supporting the whole child by focusing on relevant curriculum, responsive systems, 
student and staff well-being, deep engagement, and joyful learning spaces. 

Our plan describes a Bethel district that is responsive to student needs, fosters a sense of belonging for 
all, celebrates learning, and implements strong systems. Becoming the school district described in this 
document would have a profound impact on our students and be a source of pride for our entire com-
munity. 

We are confident that the Bethel Blueprint accurately represents our Bethel community, but it is also 
important for the plan to remain flexible. 

We will constantly monitor the impact of our strategic plan and change course to meet the evolving 
needs of our students. 

In Bethel, our mission is to create relevant, responsive, and joyful learning communities where all stu-
dents thrive. The new plan provides a roadmap of the steps we will take to get there - but now the real 
work begins. 

This strategic plan will only have an impact if the overall school community is focused and committed 
to its implementation. I can tell you that our staff are deeply committed to these strategies, and to ac-
celerating student outcomes. We hope that you, the Bethel community, will continue to serve as en-
gaged and active partners in this work. Together, we will actualize our collective vision and make a dif-
ference in the lives of our students.  

Sincerely, 

Dr. Kraig Sproles 
Bethel Superintendent 
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Introduction (cont.) 

Bethel Core Values 
• Connections 
• Community 
• Joy 
• Equity 
• Inclusion 
• Collaboration 

Our Mission 
To create relevant, responsive, and joyful learning communities where all students thrive. 

We Believe 
• We believe that every Bethel student can find joy, connection, and purpose at school when giv-

en the opportunity to learn, grow, and engage. 
• We believe each student arrives in our schools with a unique and diverse range of strengths, 

skills, and perspectives that we must honor and uplift. 
• We believe that we are accountable for implementing equitable systems that are relevant, re-

sponsive, and adaptable to the needs of our students. 
• We believe our schools will be places where students, families, and staff are welcomed and 

valued as members of our Bethel team. 
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Context 
Community-Inspired Plan 

“Bethel students, families, staff, and community members inspired 
this plan.” 

Bethel students, families, staff, and community members inspired this plan. The priorities outlined here 
reflect hundreds of conversations with our Bethel community, and the areas that they believe our dis-
trict should focus on moving forward. 

Beginning in fall 2022, the superintendent and a district team conducted an extensive process of com-
munity engagement to solicit input and ideas from a broad range of school and community partners. We 
aimed to listen deeply and gather feedback at key points along the way. 

As part of this effort, the team visited every Bethel school and campus to engage in small-group discus-
sions and individual interviews. These engagements helped our district better understand the lived ex-
perience of Bethel staff, students, and families. 

In total, we held 32 focus groups and conducted more than 50 individual interviews, connecting with 
over 600 students, staff and community members.  

To engage with the broader community, we launched three separate surveys, reaching out to all Bethel-
area families, community partners and organizations, as well as all Bethel students and all Bethel staff. 
We received more than 4,000 responses from these surveys. 

540 Focus Group 
Participants

4000+ Survey 
Responses

50+ Individual 
Interviews
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What’s In This Document? 
“The Bethel Blueprint is designed to be a flexible, student-centered 
document that incorporates feedback from our community.” 

Bethel Blueprint is designed to be a flexible, student-centered document. The plan includes a mission 
statement, four priorities, action steps, and specific ways we will monitor our progress.  

The four priorities outlined in this document frame our work across the district for the life of the plan 
(2023- 2026). Each priority represents an area of focus related to our collective mission - to create rel-
evant, responsive, and joyful learning communities where all students thrive. 

Within each priority there are three focus areas and related actions that were identified as important 
levers to achieve our mission.  

Successful implementation will require shared focus, detailed planning, and follow-through. We will 
monitor key performance indicators and share results with our community. This will allow us to cele-
brate progress and make adjustments along the way.  

This document serves as a structure of public accountability to ensure that we deliver on the promise of 
a relevant and responsive plan for Bethel students, families, and staff. 

Priorities Areas of Focus Strategies & 
Actions

How We’ll 
Know

The four broad 
priorities identi-
fied as important 
to Bethel.

The three areas 
within each strat-
egy that will help 
focus the work.

The specific steps 
to accomplish the 
strategic goals.

The ways we will 
measure success 
and progress.
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Priorities 
Bethel’s Strategic Priorities Grounded in Equity 
Relevant & Responsive Learning 
Student-centered learning environments affirm cultural identities and strengths, prepare students for 
rigor and independent learning, and empower students as agents of change. 

• Develop the knowledge, skill, and will of educators 
• Relevant college and career pathways 
• Support for diverse learners 

Joy & Wellness 
School communities remove barriers and increase opportunities while celebrating strengths, building 
resilience, and fostering a sense of well-being. 

• Social-emotional learning 
• Health and wellness supports 
• Meaning celebration of students and staff 

Belonging & Engagement 
Students, families and staff are welcomed into our school as valued and authentic partners with their 
own individual assets, knowledge and abilities. 

• Purposeful relationships 
• Honor and engage voices 
• Strengthen family and community partnerships 

Strong Schools, Strong Communities 
Responsive and transparent systems of support, provide access and increase equitable student out-
comes. 

• Aligned systems of support for students 
• Supportive and welcoming staff communities 
• Transparent decision-making 
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Relevant & Responsive Learning 
Access to excellent educational opportunities that are reflective of student needs, interests, goals, expe-
riences, and identities. 

Student-centered learning environments affirm cultural identities and strengths, prepare students for 
rigor and independent learning, and empower students as agents of change. 

Develop the Knowledge, Skill, and Will of Educators to Meet Indi-
vidual Student Needs 
Why This Matters 
Differentiated learning opportunities support the knowledge, skill and will of all staff. 

Strategies and Actions 
Implement explicit and culturally relevant reading instruction: 

• Create catalog of reading strategies and lesson guides. 
• Leverage instructional coaches. 
• Provide a variety of professional development opportunities. 

Utilize strong data sets to inform decisions 
• Utilize reading and math progress monitoring: 
• Create intentional and flexible grouping based on data. 
• Align instructional walk-throughs to provide actionable feedback. 
• Implement professional learning communities for all teachers. 

Focus on the Science of Reading 
• Provide LETS training for K-5 teachers, K-12 administrators, and special education teachers. 
• Provide training and coaching on structured literacy. 

How We'll Know 
• Utilize evaluation tool to monitor implementation of Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) 
• Staff report professional development opportunities are effective and improve teaching 
• Increase number of 3rd, 5th and 8th-grade students who perform at grade level in math and 

language arts 
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Relevant & Responsive Learning (cont.) 

Strong & Relevant Pathways 
Why This Matters 
Student engagement at all levels is increased by identifying the relevance of learning and connecting to 
student values, culture, and life aspirations. 

Strategies and Actions 
All students participate in at least one CTE pathway 

• Create aligned CTE pathways for grades 6-12. 
• Use career interest survey to inform pathways. 
• Expand internship programming at WHS and KHS. 
• Develop a "Portrait of a Bethel Graduate" to identify critical student attributes and skills. 

All students learn about and are supported in accessing college opportuni-
ties. 

• Increase awareness of and access to WHS College and Career Center. 
• Increase student connection with success coaches. 
• Expand access to early college opportunities such as IB, AP, and College Now. 

How We’ll Know 
• 50% increase in access and opportunity for marginalized students in CTE and early college op-

portunities each year 
• 87% district graduation rate 
• 96% 6-12 regular attendance 
• 95% 9th grade on-track 
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Relevant & Responsive Learning (cont.) 

Intentional Supports for Diverse Learners 
Why This Matters 
Implementing instructional systems that directly recognize and address the unique needs of specific 
student groups is critical to disrupting persistent and systemic opportunity gaps. 

Strategies and Actions 
Implement aligned classroom instruction to increase rigor, engagement, and 
access for all students. 

• Utilize students' cultural assets within instruction. 
• Identify and use learning materials that reflect the identity of our students and families. 
• Implement small-group, explicit and systematic instruction. 

Utilize multiple support systems to identify students who need targeted inter-
ventions. 

• Use diagnostic academic screeners in reading and math. 
• Implement differentiated supports in core instruction at all levels. 
• Create student access to digital math support that matches need and monitors growth. 

How We’ll Know 
• Student Panorama survey will show Increase in favorable responses regarding classroom en-

gagement 
• Behavior data reflects decline in major discipline referrals in all race/ethnicity categories 
• Increased number of high school students registered for advanced classes 
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Joy & Wellness 
Thriving school communities centered on well-being and growth. 

School communities remove barriers and increase opportunities while celebrating strengths, building 
resilience, and fostering a sense of well-being. 

Social-Emotional Learning 
Why This Matters 
Social-emotional skills enable students to communicate their needs, express their emotions in healthy 
ways, and positively contribute to the broader community. 

Strategies and Actions 
Ensure student social-emotional needs are met by providing staff with tools 
and supports to implement social-emotional learning (SEL) curriculum and 
strategies K-12. 

• Incorporate SEL lessons and activities in all schools. 
• Expand access and align Sources of Strength, SEL lessons, and health in middle school. 
• Adapt SEL lessons for students in special education settings. 
• Incorporate SEL lessons into a variety of academic subjects throughout the school day. 

Support students with preventative and responsive strategies and provide 
spaces for self-regulation 

• Provide students with opportunities to learn how to regulate their bodies and emotions. 
• Implement "train the trainer" model for sensory tools and strategies. 
• Create systems, structures, and processes for use of break spaces and sensory rooms. 

How We’ll Know 
• Increased sense of belonging and safety for students 
• Increased number of students engaged in learning 
• Decreased number of office referrals for physical aggression in K-5 classrooms 
• Reduced discipline referral gap between white and non-white students. 
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Joy & Wellness (cont.) 

Health & Wellness Supports 
Why This Matters 
When students have the skills to identify their own needs, ask for help, and access services, they are 
able to make healthy choices that increase their sense of well-being. 

Strategies and Actions 
Provide a continuum of mental health supports, community partnerships, and 
resources 

• Implement mental health framework and referral process. 
• Increase mental health services and community partnerships. 
• Share community resources and support with families. 
• Apply for grants to increase student mental health services. 

Provide education, awareness, and resources around substance use 
• Provide awareness education of substance use risk factors, dangers, and impact. 
• Increase services and supports for students in grades 6-12. Share information with families 

about community resources. 
• Provide yearly Narcan training for school staff. 

How We’ll Know 
• On-site mental health supports will be available to students in all K-12 schools at least two 

days per week 
• Bethel's mental health referral waitlist will decrease by 50% 
• Increased number of students who access services for substance use in secondary schools 
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Joy & Wellness (cont.) 

Meaningful Celebration of Students & Staff 
Why This Matters 
Feeling joy, appreciation, purpose, and agency is essential for long- term success, satisfaction, and 
wellness for students and staff. 

Strategies and Actions 
Increase inclusive opportunities to celebrate by developing a district celebra-
tion calendar 

• Create opportunities for students, staff, and families to provide input on the celebration calen-
dar. 

• Publish a celebration calendar that provides multiple opportunities to celebrate students and 
build community within schools. 

Increase activities, wellness resources, and athletic opportunities for stu-
dents and staff 

• Increase health and wellness activities for students and staff. 
• Offer middle school sports at all schools, including unified sports. 
• Expand unified sports for high school students. 

How We'll Know 
• Increased participation in middle school sports 
• Increased student, staff, and family input on a celebration calendar 
• Offer unified sports to students in all middle schools 
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Belonging & Engagement 
Students, families and staff are seen, valued, and heard 

Students, families, and staff are welcomed into our schools as valued and authentic partners with their 
own individual assets, knowledge, and abilities. 

Purposeful Relationships 
Why This Matters 
Positive social connections and support serve as protective factors. Students learn and respond better 
when they have a sense of belonging. 

Strategies and Actions 
All students are connected to an adult, known by name, and engaged posi-
tively everyday 

• Ensure every student is connected to an adult. 
• Increase celebrations of student communities and learning. 
• Lead developmentally appropriate discussions and activities to eliminate racist and homopho-

bic language and behavior. 
• Implement a district-wide campaign to eliminate racist and homophobic language and behav-

ior. 

Increase academic engagement through positive relationships 
• Create affinity groups and safe spaces at each school. 
• Embed student community building into the school day. 
• Relevant curriculum tailored to the identity, interests, and experiences of students. 
• Provide peer mentoring programs. 
• Provide regular positive communication and engagement with families/guardians 

How We'll Know 
• Panorama student survey data will reflect: 

• increased sense of safety and belonging at school 
• decreased racial and sexual harassment 

• Community survey indicates increased family belonging and connection to school 
• Consistent and positive communication identified as a strength in family and community sur-

vey data. 
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Belonging & Engagement (cont.) 

Honor & Engage Voices 
Why This Matters 
Listening to, elevating, and acting upon the voices of our students, staff, and community members 
promotes deeper engagement and improves our ability to serve responsively. 

Strategies and Actions 
Create strong systems to engage with staff 

• Establish a leadership team of classified and licensed staff in each school. 
• Establish district and building equity committees. 
• Engage staff in meaningful celebrations and district-wide staff appreciation campaign. 

Increase avenues to engage with students and families 
• Intentional outreach to underrepresented students and families. • Increase district-level com-

munity engagement events. 
• Increase school and district presence on social media. 
• Include student perspective in school-based decisions. 

How We’ll Know 
• Upbeat survey data reflects increased teacher efficacy, trust, and job satisfaction 
• Panorama student survey reflects increased sense of connection to school community 
• Increased district engagement on social media 
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Belonging & Engagement (cont.) 

Strengthen Family and Community Partnerships 
Why This Matters 
Positive family-to-school, school-to-community partnerships cultivate a sense of belonging in the 
school community and build our collective capacity to engage in and support student learning. 

Strategies and Actions 
Connect with families early and often 

• Conduct audit of school-based and district family engagement events. • Develop a calendar of 
district and school-specific family events. 

• Create welcoming front offices at each school. 

Create structures of support for families to receive grade-level standards, ex-
pectations, and developmentally appropriate social-emotional tools 

• Collaborate with families to support academic and social growth at home. 
• Consistently provide interpretation and translation services. 
• Develop strategies to improve participation at parent-teacher conferences. 

Develop and enhance community partnerships that provide learning oppor-
tunities for students, staff, and community members 

• Audit current district internships, CTE, and service learning partnerships. 
• Create a database of community resources, partnerships, and opportunities. 
• Share resources with students, staff, families via communications platforms. 

How We'll Know 
• Increased participation at fall 2023 parent-teacher conferences 
• Increased family understanding and access to grade-level standards and social-emotional learn-

ing approaches as measured in the community survey data 
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Strong Schools, Strong Communities 
Transparent and aligned systems for a consistent, inclusive and responsive Bethel 

Responsive and transparent systems of support provide access and increase equitable student outcomes. 

Aligned Student-Centered Systems of Support 
Why This Matters 
Predictable and consistent district-wide experiences allow schools to meet student needs and enhance 
learning. 

Strategies and Actions 
Expand supports for students with behavioral and emotional needs 

• Implement culturally responsive positive behavior systems. 
• Implement trauma-informed, restorative practices. 
• Align practices to have consistent disciplinary processes. 
• Provide ongoing staff training and support. 
• Provide wraparound supports for students with intensive needs. 

Align systems to support student access to healthy and supportive school 
environments 

• Conduct audit of student transportation systems. 
• Conduct safety audit of each school and department. 
• Communicate district emergency protocols. 
• Enhance district safety committee. 
• Engage with staff to improve safety in facilities and properties. 
• Support staff training to increase access for digital learning 

How We’ll Know 
• Increased on-time arrival and departures in of 2023-24 school year 
• Increased extra curricular transportation for events, field trips, activities, and sports 
• Strong implementation of Culturally Responsive Positive Behavior Interventions Supports sys-

tems (CR-PBIS) 
• Staff in each school and department will be trained in emergency operations including ALICE 

Fire and Earthquake drills 
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Strong Schools, Strong Communities (cont.) 

Supportive School Communities for Staff 
Why This Matters 
Effective onboarding and retention systems nurture strong relationships with staff so they can meet the 
needs of students, families, and the community. 

Strategies and Actions 
Create welcoming employment processes and provide supports for diverse 
staff members 

• Create district-wide staff handbook. 
• Implement staff-centered onboarding that includes mentorship. 
• Support affinity groups for diverse staff. 
• Train supervisors on research-based retention practices. 
• Implement stay and exit interviews for targeted staff. 

Provide staff supports and trainings that build community and increase en-
gagement 

• Increase individualized professional development opportunities 
• Increase staff input on building and district decisions. 
• Identify and offer leadership opportunities for staff. 
• Promote staff wellness activities and offerings. 

How We’ll Know 
• New staff Upbeat survey data will indicate positive impressions of onboarding process. 
• Upbeat survey questions will indicate overall satisfaction of trainings, strong sense of connec-

tion to the district, and understanding of district processes. 
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Strong Schools, Strong Communities (cont.) 

Transparent Decision Making Process 
Why This Matters 
Transparent systems engender trust, engagement, and partnership with community members and con-
stituent groups. 

Strategies and Actions 
School board decisions and actions align to priorities, follow policy, and are 
in the best interest of students 

• School board members will engage in board governance training. 
• School board members will use a decision-making tool that incorporates equity, equality, and 

social justice. 
• Form a district equity advisory committee. 

Budget priorities and processes are aligned to strategic initiatives and data 
• Create and maintain a transparent and strategic budget document that communicates how re-

sources support key initiatives. 
• Budget documents are created in a timely manner with regular updates. • Continue regular 

bond project reports. 

Design and implement a long-range facility usage plan that is inclusive, 
community informed and transparent 

• Convene a long-range facility committee. 
• Seek broad input and representation on the long-range committee. 
• Present long-range plan to school board by April 2024. 

How We'll Know 
• School board members will complete annual self-reflection survey about board governance and 

communication. 
• Community survey respondents will report transparent communication and regular engagement 

prior to implementing change. 
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Implementation 
How We Got Here 

• 50+ Individual Perspective Interviews 
• 32 Focus Groups  
• 540 Participants 
• 555 Bethel Staff Survey Responses 
• 2659 Student Survey Responses 
• 274 Bethel Community Survey Responses 

Steering Committee 
• Comprised of staff, students, parents, and community members 
• Series of 7, 2 hour meetings together as a group 
• Comprehensive review of Bethel's 5 data sources 
• Data analysis & theming of Bethel's voice and what we heard 
• Formation of strategic priorities to recommend to School Board 
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Implementation (cont.) 

What's Next? 
Implementation and Monitoring: 

The strategic plan outlines actions we will take and ways we will measure impact. Working 
with the school board, we will identify Key Performance Indicators (KPIs that will be regularly 
shared with our Bethel community. Among other data points, this will include data about acad-
emic and behavioral progress and goals. 

Ongoing Engagement: 
The Bethel community can expect regular updates about our progress. We will solicit ongoing 
feedback from staff, students, and families to ensure that we remain on the right path to improv-
ing outcomes for students and staff. Engagement will include annual staff, student, and commu-
nity surveys as well as regular meetings with community groups that represent historically un-
derserved students such as those who receive special education services, students who identify 
as LGBTQ+, and BIPOC students. 

Sharing the Results: 
We are committed to sharing the results of these efforts with our Bethel community. Progress 
reports will be shared at least once per year. These reports will be shared in the boardroom and 
also posted on our website. 

Call to Action 
This plan outlines our collective commitment to create schools where all students and staff thrive. The 
emphasis on relevant and responsive school systems requires us to rethink how we have traditionally 
served students so that we can better meet their evolving needs. For too long, students have been asked 
to find ways to "fit" into the traditional school model. This plan challenge us to create a school system 
that responds to students and not the other way around. 

We need each of you to show up, step up, and speak up on behalf of our Bethel community. Volunteer 
in a school, attend school events, provide feedback about district plans, join a parent group, or help us 
celebrate the accomplishments of our amazing students—we need you as champions of the Bethel 
community. Working together, we can create a school system where all students thrive. We've got this! 
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Glossary of Terms 
Behavior Support Plan (BSP): 
 A customized plan that supports a student in building positive behaviors to replace or reduce a chal-
lenging behavior. This plan may include teaching, improved communication, increasing relationships, 
and using targeted interventions, etc. 

Culturally ResponsivePositive Behavior Intervention Supports (CR-PBIS): 
A framework for implementing school wide practices that recognizes student cultures and experiences 
while promoting a safe school setting by supporting social, learning, behavioral, and emotional needs 
of all students. 

Career Technical Education (CTE): 
Pathways in secondary education that provides students with the academic and technical skills, knowl-
edge, and training necessary to succeed in future careers and to become lifelong learners. 

Diagnostic: 
A form of pre-assessment or a pre-test where teachers can evaluate students strengths, weaknesses, 
knowledge, and skills before their instruction. 

Focus Groups: 
Historically marginalized populations including groups that are excluded due to race, gender identity, 
sexual orientation, age, physical ability, language, or socio-economic status. 

Functional Behavior Assessment (FBA): 
A process for gathering information regarding an individual student’s behaviors of concern. The infor-
mation gathered informs the creation of a BehaviorSupportPlan (BSP). 

Funds of Knowledge (FBA): 
An approach to understanding students overall sets of abilities and experiences within the context of 
their personal culture that can help teachers draw on these skills in classrooms to enrich their under-
standing of academic content while also motivating them during classroom activities. 

LETRS (Language Essentials for Teachers in Reading and Spelling) 
A professional development opportunity that provides educators with in-depth knowledge and tools 
based in the Science of Reading 

MANDT Training: 
A behavioral crisis Interaction training, giving staff tools to address disruptive behavior and intervene 
proactively through de-escalation techniques and positive behavior supports. 
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Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS): 
A framework with a tiered infrastructure that uses data to help match academic and social-emotional 
behavior (SEB) assessment and instructional resources to each and every student’s needs. 

Pedagogy: 
The method of how teachers teach, in theory and practice. 

Social Emotional Learning (SEL): 
The process of teaching. learning. developing. and practicing self-awareness skills. self-control. and 
interpersonal skills that are vital for school. work. and life success. 

Structured Literacy: 
A highly explicit and systematic teaching approach based on the Science of Reading that includes 
phonology, sound symbol association, syllable instruction, morphology, syntax, semantics, language 
comprehension, spelling. and writing 

Unified Sports: 
Joins students with and without intellectual disabilities on the same team inspired by the idea that train-
ing together and playing together is a quick path to friendship and understanding. 
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Implementation Data Sources 
Attendance Data: 
The number of instructional days a student is present, tracked via ESchool, reviewed monthly by 
schools. 

Bethel Community Survey: 
Public survey available to our greater Bethel community including parents, guardians, community 
members, staff, etc.Administered once per year. 

Coursework Data: 
Tracked at the Middle and High School levels, coursework data’ encompasses the types of courses stu-
dents are taking by grade, race/ethnicity, gender, etc., as well as grades/success rate for each course. 

DIBELS Data (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills): 
A set of procedures and measures for assessing the acquisition of literacy skills. Reviewed by schools 
(K-8) every 6 weeks. 

I-Ready Math Data: 
A set of procedures and measures from the I-Ready adaptive math assessment for demonstrating stu-
dents’ acquisition of math skills. Review by schools (K-8) quarterly. 

New Staff Survey: 
Survey available to new staff throughout the year to gauge confidence in navigating our Bethel sys 

On-Track Data: 
A compilation on data points that indicate if students in grades 9-12 are on track to graduate on time. 
This includes credits, attendance, engagement, etc. 

Panorama Student Survey: 
Student survey administered to students in grades 3-12. This survey measures student perceptions of 
teaching and learning. culture and climate. and student experience in the classroom and school Student 
perceptions of their classroom and overall school experience helps identify a strengths and areas of 
growth within the school system. 

Professional Development Survey: 
Survey available to school staff following professional development to gauge engagement, effective-
ness, and improvements to be made to professional development offerings in Bethel. 

School Board Reflection Tool: 
Reflection tool intended to help leaders reflect on the agency effectiveness through both individual ac-
tions and the systems and structures they work to create and uphold. 
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School-Wide Evaluation Tool (SET): 
A walk-through data collection tool designed to a s s e s s and evaluate the critical features of school- 
wide effective behavior support across each academic school year. 

SWIS (School-wideInformationSystem)/Behavioral Data: 
A system that tracks behavioral referrals. including student. behavior. adult response. time of day. and 
location in the school. SWIS can be used for evaluating individual students for universal screening. 
Data can also be used for program evaluation and progress monitoring school-wide interventions. 

Tiered Fidelity Inventory (TFI): 
A tool to measure each school’s implementation of Culturally Responsive Positive Behavior Interven-
tion Support (CR-PBIS) across one, two, or all tiers. Used for checking in on initial CR-PBIS efforts, 
for creating action plans for improvement, and for monitoring implementation progress over time. 

Upbeat Staff Survey: 
Survey available to Bethel staff twice per school year. Used for understanding staff engagement so that 
administrators, department leaders, and district leaders can best address staff needs and wants, areas of 
strength, and areas of improvement across each school, and across the district. 
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